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Takeaways:
• Overview various online fundraising 

platforms and how they are used
• Discuss how your nonprofit can start 

unlocking donations from younger 
individual donors

• Share online fundraising best practices
• Learn how to tell your organization's 

story
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What is Crowd Funding?:

“The practice of funding a project or 
venture by raising many small 

amounts of money from a large 
number of people, typically via the 

Internet.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Notes for PP)With around 40% of the world’s population now having an Internet connection (it was less than 1% in 1995), enabling people to give or raise money online for your charity is no longer a nice-to-have. It’s essential. 



When should a nonprofit use 
Crowd Funding?:

• To fund projects or new initiatives
• Target audience - usual donor base, 

individuals around the web 
• Crowd Funding can be used to actively 

market your fundraising campaign 
• Market to your established supporter 

base, potential new online supporters
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What do Crowd Funding 
campaigns consist of?

Video pitch
Written pitch
Reward tiers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Notes for PP)Reward tiers are perks or items that your donors or backers will have access to, should they pledge a certain amount of money. For example, if you are running a fundraiser for a new school in El Salvador, if they pledge $20, they may get a hand-written thank you from one of the students, along with the student’s photograph.



Some Crowd Funding sites: 
YouCaring.com Startsomegood.com
Pledgie.com Plumfund.com
Indiegogo.com Chuffed.org
Fundly.com Pozible.com
GoFundMe.com Buzzbnk.com
Mobilecause.com Crowdrise.com
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Crowd Funding Pros
• Access a larger audience than usual donor base
• Attract media attention for your new endeavor, 

which will benefit your organization
• Offer “rewards” or “perks” that engage your 

supporters in the new project
• More easily track fundraising patterns through 

the platform’s analytics and services
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Crowd Funding Cons
• Coordinate shipping rewards for individuals that 

pledge at various fundraising tiers
• Spend time creating a marketing and PR strategy 

for the campaign and execute on it
• Create a video and come up with reward ideas
• May risk public failure if your campaign doesn’t 

go well
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How do you pick a 
Crowd Funding site?

• Safety of donations
• Proven platform
• Trusted by peers
• Innovation
• New supporters
• Robust
• Technology +
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will your donations be safe?Is this platform new to the market?Are they trusted by other charities?Does their business model encourage innovation?Will they help you reach new supporters?How robust is their platform?What value do they add beyond the technology?
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ACTION!

Discussion:
Programs or projects that you could 
potentially use Crowd Funding for
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What’s the risk if you don’t innovate?
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Young, tech-savvy donors matter

Gen X and Gen Y donors currently comprise 30 percent of 
total donated dollars.

They are:
• Willing to be advocates
• Share where they give with their friends
• Spread the word, and (with the help of a little smart 

technology on the nonprofit’s side) 
• Mobilize new donors to causes they love
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social fundraising grew by 32 percent50 percent of Gen Y donors say they’ve posted about a nonprofit on social media

https://www.blackbaud.com/nonprofit-resources/generational-giving-report


Millennials hold the 
future of philanthropy

• Looking beyond 2020, these donors will inherit 
more than $30 trillion over the next 30 years

• The organizations they fall in love with now are ones 
they’ll likely support for years to come
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https://www.accenture.com/us-en/%7E/media/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/DotCom/Documents/Global/PDF/Industries_5/Accenture-CM-AWAMS-Wealth-Transfer-Final-June2012-Web-Version.pdf


Millennials are changing 
the philanthropic sector

• Long reliance on traditional customer 
relationship management systems

• Communicate with traditional donors in 
traditional ways

• Traditional systems work reasonably well for 
email blasts, event invites, direct mail

• Traditional donors expect and act on the above
kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nonprofits have long relied on traditional customer relationship management systems to communicate with traditional donors in traditional ways, and for good reason: These systems work reasonably well for email blasts, event invitations, and direct mail. Traditional donors expect these communications, and act on them.



Millennials don’t work this way
• Millennials are digital natives
• Expect to interact solely through 

technology
• Nonprofits who don’t change methods 

will be ignored or judged poorly
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the same methodologies are lost on the millennial generation. As digital natives, they expect to interact solely through technology, and eschew other forms of communication and transaction—only 10 percent of Gen Y donors mailed a donation check in the last two years. Nonprofits that don’t change their traditional methods risk being ignored, or judged as not innovative, old, stale, and irrelevant.



Five ways to engage Millennials
Get out of their in-boxes

• Direct mail and enewsletters
have open rates below 30 
percent

• Young donors are looking to 
engage online in creative 
ways, rather than via emails 
and mail

• 62 percent of Gen Y donors 
say they would give via mobile

Let them get to know you, not 
just your beneficiaries
• Millennials love thinking 

about the organization they 
support as well as the 
cause. Share authentic 
stories
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Note for PP)For example, One Acre Fund, which supports smallholder farmers, keeps an up-to-date impact dashboard to share metrics with donors, and posts updates such as actual and projected numbers of families served via web and mobile friendly software.(Notes for PP)The Marina Abramovic Institute, for example, raised support from nearly 5,000 supporters via to build a new performance and education space, by sharing the founder’s personal journey and mission.

http://www.donorperfect.com/nonprofit-technology-blog/2013/04/why-email-cant-and-shouldnt-replace-traditional-direct-mail/
http://mailchimp.com/resources/research/email-marketing-benchmarks/
https://www.blackbaud.com/nonprofit-resources/generational-giving-report


Five ways to engage Millennials
Share the facts
• Younger donors are more than twice as 

likely as older generations to demand 
data about impact

• Know your numbers and share them

Be transparent
• Younger donors want honesty – the 

good, the bad – successes and failures –
in real time 

• Share the good and the bad, and 
donors will trust you and help you grow

Invest in a great online checkout
• Make sure your online 

donation experience is easy
• Younger donors are hesitant to 

mail a check, but love easy 
online options

• Text-based giving raised $41 
million after the Haiti 
earthquake

• Nearly 50 percent of Gen Y 
report donating online
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Notes for PP)Organizations such as Evidence Action use rigorous evaluations and randomized control trials to identify poverty-reducing interventions. Sharing what works (and what doesn’t) has allowed it to build deeper relationships with donors, and grow its individual donor base by more than six-fold between 2013 and 2014.

https://www.blackbaud.com/nonprofit-resources/generational-giving-report
http://ssir.org/articles/entry/five-digit_giving
https://mobileaccord.com/node/3
http://ssir.org/articles/entry/three_more_ways_to_engage_millennial_donors


HOMEWORK

How are you currently engaging Millennials?

Make a list of numbers, facts that you could be 
sharing

How does your online checkout system check out?
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Online fundraising
best practices
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Embed donation process inside
your website, mobile compatible

• Six times more money is raised through custom-
branded donate pages than through third-party 
donate pages

• Invest in a premium, mobile-compatible online 
fundraising service, such as Network for Good, 
StayClassy, Givlet, or Donation Pay, since responsive 
design doubles giving on mobile devices
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http://www1.networkforgood.org/digitalgivingindex
http://www1.networkforgood.org/
https://www.stayclassy.org/
https://www.givlet.org/
https://www.donationpay.org/site/
http://www.nptechforgood.com/2014/06/08/14-must-know-stats-about-fundraising-social-media-and-mobile-technology/


Prominently feature a “Donate” 
button on every page of your website
• Add a “Donate” button to every page of your 

website and blog which is mostly easily done 
by integrating it into your site’s navigation

• The color of the button should be bold to 
ensure that donors can immediately see and 
tap or click the button
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Add calls-to-action to your 
“Thank You” landing page

• The vast majority of “Thank You” landing 
pages are text-only and lacking in interesting 
content. 

• Add visual calls-to-actions to better motivate 
your donors to take further action on behalf 
of your nonprofit.
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http://www.nptechforgood.com/2014/07/06/6-fresh-ideas-for-your-nonprofits-thank-you-landing-page/


Create donation impact 
graphics for social media

• Your followers on social networks are much more 
likely to take notice of your fundraising asks if 
you create a series of donation impact graphics. 

• The ideal size for Facebook/Pinterest/Google+ 
graphics is 500 x 500 pixels. The size necessary 
for Twitter is 500 x 250 pixels.
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Have a “More Ways to Give” page
• “Donate” buttons should always link directly to a 

page where donors enter their credit card 
information, but in addition your nonprofit 
should have a “More Ways to Give” or “How to 
Help” page the lists all the ways supporters can 
donate to your nonprofit

• Prioritize images of text

kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com 



Launch a sustainer program
• Use an online fundraising service that easily 

allows supporters to make monthly donations 
automatically.

• Monthly donors give an average monthly gift 
of $52 ($624 annually) and give 42% more 
over one-year than one-time donors

kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com 

http://www.nonprofitmarketingblog.com/comments/new_infographic_why_recurring_giving_matters
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Enable tribute giving

• Use an online fundraising service that easily 
allows donors to make tribute or honor gifts, 
such birthday, holiday, and wedding gifts
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Prioritize year-end fundraising

• Thirty percent of all online donations are made 
in December and 10% of all annual giving 
happens in the last three days of the year 

• Online fundraising campaigns should be focused 
on the online giving habits of their donors
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Advertise your fundraising 
campaigns on your blog

• In addition to a “Donate” button on every 
page of your blog, create ads for other 
fundraising programs, such as products your 
nonprofit sells, apps you have available for 
download, crowd funding campaigns, 
monthly giving campaigns, etc.

kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com 



Publish an e-newsletter

• When polled, 25-30% of nonprofits do not 
use email to promote their programs and 
fundraising campaigns (email is the primary 
source of online donations) 

kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For every 1,000 fundraising messages delivered, nonprofits raised $17.



To Do:
Which best practices can you check off?

Which one-three could you begin now?

What impact would these changes have?
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Why tell your story?

• Nonprofit storytelling can help you 
stand out from the pack

• Nonprofit storytelling gets more 
donations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Note for PP)Here’s the cold hard truth — donors do not want to hear about your organization and the programs you provide.They want to hear about the social impact that is made possible through their donations.Here’s the thing. Knowing and understanding impact is what makes donors feel like they are making a tangible difference in the world and are part of something much bigger than themselves.So how can your nonprofit convey your impact in a way that engages and inspires donors? By telling stories, of course!In the last few years it seems like everyone is talking about the importance of nonprofit storytelling. The amount of material available on nonprofit storytelling is extensive, and with good reason.Much of the work that nonprofits are doing is not necessarily relatable to the average supporter. To counteract this, we share the stories of the people we serve, the people who support us and the people who help us in the hopes that others will identify with some piece of that story and feel a connection to the organization.



By telling your story…

• You communicate the services you provide
• You articulate impact
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Note for PP)Here’s the cold hard truth — donors do not want to hear about your organization and the programs you provide.They want to hear about the social impact that is made possible through their donations.Here’s the thing. Knowing and understanding impact is what makes donors feel like they are making a tangible difference in the world and are part of something much bigger than themselves.So how can your nonprofit convey your impact in a way that engages and inspires donors? By telling stories, of course!In the last few years it seems like everyone is talking about the importance of nonprofit storytelling. The amount of material available on nonprofit storytelling is extensive, and with good reason.Much of the work that nonprofits are doing is not necessarily relatable to the average supporter. To counteract this, we share the stories of the people we serve, the people who support us and the people who help us in the hopes that others will identify with some piece of that story and feel a connection to the organization.



Stories…
• Stories are what give context and meaning to data 

and facts
• Stories allow a donor to intimately and emotionally 

connect to your organization’s impact
• Beyond building this important connection, stories 

gets donations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not using storytelling means that you are likely telling people a laundry list of programs your nonprofit provides. Some of which they may or may not understand, and they definitely won’t be able to feel the impact of those services.But as Ira Glass, host of This American Life, once said, “Great stories happen to those who can tell them.”



Elements of impactful
nonprofit storytelling

• There are many reasons why we find stories 
compelling.

• Once you know what those are, crafting stories 
becomes as much of a science as it is an art.
• Have a purpose
• Add details
• Be emotive
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Notes for PP)Have a purpose - When embarking on a nonprofit storytelling project, it is crucial that you know what the purpose of that story is. What do you want to achieve with it? What do you want readers to feel? How do you want readers to act as a result of that feeling? If you don’t have a clear sense of what’s happening you are only going to leave the reader feeling confused.Add details - Stories can easily fall flat if there are not rich details that paint a full and beautiful picture in the reader’s mind.Be emotive - Putting emotions on full display is part of what makes stories such an effective tool for nonprofits.Keep these elements in mind as we move into the next section on the mechanics of crafting a story.



5 steps in crafting 
an impactful story

• Define your message
• Define your audience
• Determine what kind of story you need
• Find story leads and conduct interviews
• Tie it all together

kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Notes to PP)Once you have made the decision to tell stories, it is natural to feel uncertain as to what to do next.Couple your enthusiasm with these five steps to be on your way to telling great stories.Define your message - In order to tell an impactful story, it is important to know what overarching message you are trying to communicate. After all, you are not simply telling stories for the sake of telling stories.You likely have a fundraising or awareness goal. Take time at the beginning to define the purpose and the message you want to communicate. Having this clarity will make it far easier to craft a story. Define your audience - Much like defining your message, it is important to define who your audience is. Ask yourself – who do I want this story to speak to? Just like your cause might not be for everyone, every story might not appeal to everyone in your audience.Think about whom you want to reach and what kind of story will appeal to them. Jot down some characteristics of this audience. Determine what kind of story you need - Think about what story you need. Will it come from a client, a donor, a staff member or someone else? There are a variety of viewpoints you can showcase in a story, so think about your audience and what they are most likely to respond to.In addition to deciding whose story you will use, you will also need to think about the nature of the story. Is it about overcoming adversity or achieving a transformation? Will it be a story about your founding or your impact? Or will it be a story about the future of your organization?Determining the nature of the story will help point you easily decide whom you should feature in the story. Find story leads and conduct interviews - There are a couple of ways that you can go about finding story leads. You can simply let other staff members know about the project you are working on and ask if they know of anyone who might fit the bill.If you have potential interviewees in mind, you can also contact them directly, explain the project and ask if they would be willing to volunteer some time. Spread the collection net far and wide!Once you’ve identified a story lead (or two), arrange an interview. Think of this as a casual conversation to get to know the person a bit better so that you can share their story. Do your homework ahead of time and come prepared with potential questions to keep the conversation going. Tie it all together - Pulling a story together is kind of like tying a bow on a present. You have probably collected a lot of information in the interview and have other pieces of information that you want to integrate into the story, such as information about a particular program or service.Your job now is to package it all together. Begin the process with a “hook” – a particularly captivating part of your story. Imagine that you are writing this out in a letter or an email to a friend; use a similar tone and style. Then, gently weave in the other pieces of information to make it cohesive and give it additional structure.



Discussion:

What types of stories can your organization tell?

Overcoming adversity
Solving a problem
Creating a connection
Origin story
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Creating a culture of 
nonprofit storytelling:

• Know your funding priorities
• Educate everyone on the value of stories
• Tell each other stories

kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Notes for PP)One of the big impediments to nonprofit storytelling can be collecting stories. If you do not have the opportunity to regularly participate in your organization’s service delivery, you can feel once removed from where the stories are.If this is the case for you, there are still many ways that you can collect stories and the best by far is to create a culture of nonprofit storytelling within your organization.This might sound like a big task, but there are little things you can do to shape organizational culture and make storytelling an integral part of it.Know your funding priorities - To start, decide at an organizational level what your priorities are for program development and fundraising and then create some strategic messaging around those priorities. Once those have been set, you can clearly communicate to all staff members what kind of stories you are looking for. This clarity is absolutely necessary when you are trying to achieve organizational buy-in.  Everyone needs to understand where the train is heading. Educate everyone on the value of stories - Consider holding a staff meeting to openly discuss what nonprofit storytelling is, why it matters and why all staff members play a vital role in it. This kind of forum and education can help break down any hesitations people might have about telling stories. Tell each other stories - Taking this a step further, if you want to tell your community stories start by telling each other stories. Schedule the first 15 minutes of staff meetings to exchange stories. Allow yourselves to be inspired by the amazing work your organization is doing! The more you can internally practice this, the more it becomes an inherent part of your organization’s culture and therefore easier to exercise externally.



Storytelling is transformative
Nonprofit storytelling can truly transform an organization’s efforts by 
allowing others to emotionally understand what your work is all about it

It is a tool that can be learned and refined over time

Begin where you are and see where storytelling takes you

http://resources.causevox.com/ebook/video-storytelling
“The Starter Guide to Nonprofit Video Storytelling”
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http://resources.causevox.com/ebook/video-storytelling


In conclusion…
Innovation—and in particular web technology—

is fueling improvements in fundraising

New technologies are helping non-profits:
• Reach new donors in new places
• Tell stories more vividly
• Make giving easier for contributors
• Maintain more frequent and relevant communication
• Lower administrative costs & apply more money directly to causes
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Incite! Consulting Group
1324 N. Liberty Lake Rd., Ste. 2421

Liberty Lake, WA 99019
Toll Free: (844) 9-INCITE

(844) 946-2483
kari@inciteconsultinggroup.com
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